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What is a WikiProject? 
 
WikiProjects are groups of contributors that collaborate on 
encyclopaedic work at a collection of pages devoted to the 
management of a specific topic within Wikipedia. They 
provide resources to help coordinate, discuss and organize 
the group's activities. Contributors can use WikiProjects 
to: 
 
•  Develop subject-specific criteria, 
•  Keep track of work that needs to be done, 
•  Act as a forum where contributors can talk about what 

they are doing, ask questions, or receive advice from 
other contributors interested in the same topic. 

 
Depending on the topic, there may also arise situations in 
which it is beneficial for an article to be actively 
collaborated upon by multiple WikiProjects. 



What is a WikiProject? 
 
Experience suggests WikiProjects must be more than a 
collection of processes and guidelines to succeed. 
WikiProjects are fundamentally a social construct: their 
success depends on their ability to function as a cohesive 
group of editors working towards a common goal. 
 
To be effective, a WikiProject must foster not only interest 
in the topic of the project, but also an esprit de corps 
among its participants. When group cohesion is 
maintained— participants are willing to share in the less 
exciting work —a WikiProject can muster energy and 
direction to produce quality articles systematically rather 
than incidentally. 



WikiProjects working on 
Maghreb 
 
Contributors in the Maghreb region, as in the rest of the 
world, have the opportunity to consult and edit different 
versions of Wikipedia. 
 
Arabic is the official language in each of the countries – 
Algeria, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco and Tunisia – while 
Berber is spoken in most of them and French in those 
formerly belonging to the French colonial empire. 
 
In this context, we see differences in the practice of 
Wikipedia consultation between these countries: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Wikimedia Traffic Analysis Report - Wikipedia Page Views Per Country - Breakdown 

ALG LIB MAU MOR TUN 

Arabic 48.5% 73.4% 35.0% 43.6% 34.2% 

English 10.2% 22.2% 14.8% 11.7% 15.4% 

French 37.9% N/A 41.1% 37.7% 47.0% 



WikiProjects working on 
Maghreb 
 
As countries or regions are a typical area of common 
interest that gather users, Maghreb countries are no 
exception. These are covered in 2015 by WikiProjects in 
various languages: 
 
•  Arabic: Every country has a WikiProject, 
•  English: Every country has a WikiProject, 
•  French: Every country has a WikiProject, 
•  Georgian: Libya and Morocco have a WikiProject, 
•  Persian: Morocco has a WikiProject, 
•  Spanish: Tunisia has a WikiProject. 
 
The French-speaking Wikipedia is the only version that 
also has a WikiProject dedicated to Maghreb as a region. 



Tools and templates 
 
WikiProjects can help contributors by the definition of 
standard information to include in certain articles or by the 
creation of subject-specific templates. Templates are 
pages used to add recurring messages or content to 
articles in a consistent way. 
 
Bots can also support contributors with recurrent tasks 
such as identifying new pages, notifying about the opening 
of deletion discussions, building article statistics or listing 
articles to be cleaned up. 



Tools and templates 
 
Outside of usual tools and templates (stubs, navigation 
templates, etc.), we can distinguish some others proposed 
by WikiProjects working on Maghreb: 
 
•  Workshop dedicated to a particular subtopic 

(WikiProject Algeria in Arabic), 
•  Coordination page to prepare the Wiki Loves 

Monuments contest (WikiProject Algeria in French), 
•  List of popular articles related to the WikiProject 

(WikiProject Morocco in English), 
•  Award to encourage positive contributions related to the 

WikiProject (WikiProject Tunisia in Arabic), 
•  Dedicated page to request pictures from certain objects 

or sites (WikiProject Tunisia in French), 
•  Bibliography built from the libraries of contributors 

(WikiProject Tunisia in French). 



Levels of interactions 
 
Interactions between contributors are a key for the 
success of WikiProjects. 
 
WikiProjects are encouraged to develop a variety of 
regular communications. These might include newsletters, 
active conversation between members working in the 
same area of the project, etc. Collaborations can also 
serve as an effective way to try to bring unity to the 
members, if they are successful. 
 
Discussion pages are a typical place for these interactions. 
Hence, looking at the activity of these pages can be a way 
to evaluate how living is a WikiProject. 



Levels of interactions 
 
Below are shown the number of discussion page 
modifications for each WikiProject in January-March 2015: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*Discussion redirected to the WikiProject Arab World page 
**Discussion redirected to the WikiProject Maghreb page 

MAG ALG LIB MAU MOR TUN 

Arabic N/A 0 N/A* N/A* N/A* N/A* 

English N/A 4 1 1 1 1 

French 39 24 N/A** N/A** 42 62 



Achievements 
 
One of the objectives of WikiProjects is to gather 
contributors to create quality content about their topic. 
 
Looking at the number of featured and good articles can 
be a way to evaluate how successful is a WikiProject in 
that area: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MAG ALG LIB MAU MOR TUN 

Arabic 1 4 2 0 5 4 

English 0 5 16 3 13 4 

French 3 11 2 0 11 41 



Areas of conflict 
 
WikiProjects can be badly affected by conflicts between its 
participants or between participants and other 
contributors. Out of articles tagging, personal attacks, 
difficulties to understand the proper use of references or 
point of view-pushing, conflicts around Maghreb topics 
tend to focus on the following questions: 
 
•  Arab vs. Berber identity, 
•  Western Sahara conflict, 
•  Definition of political entity through history, 
•  Creation of maps related to Maghreb history. 
 
Here are some example of conflicts about Maghreb: 
•  Elhadri - Morisco arbitration, 
•  Birth country of Abdelaziz Bouteflika, 
•  Debate on the Algeria-Morocco border. 



Lessons learned 
 
•  Contributors should be encouraged to create 

WikiProjects if these do not exist or to revive them if 
these are inactive. Active contributors should be 
informed about their existence and their potential added 
value. 

•  Contribution between WikiProjects on common topics 
need to be promoted. 

•  Informal role of “coordinator”, helping with the 
maintenance of a WikiProject, initiation of discussions 
and encouragement of collaborations, can contribute to 
a positive dynamic. 

•  Conflict between contributors or around a specific topic 
should be addressed very early, if possible by a 
participant that is seen as neutral to the topic, to avoid 
unnecessary escalations. 

•  Automated technical solutions should be used as much 
as possible to limit redundant tasks. 



Thank you! 
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